Comments of Eileen and Malcolm Lumsden on behalf of the Lumsden Family
Trust: owner of land at

(

in record of title:

General

1.

We are concerned that as landowners directly affected by this proposal, we have been
given such a short time to respond to a huge volume of information. This does not
equate to consultation.

2.

Unlike other groups with a statutory interest, we as adjoining property owners have not
been adequately consulted by the applicant during the process.

Lumsden Family

Trust is an adjoining Landowner and land acquisition from their Trust now appears
essential to implementing the transport proposal contained in the Consent Document.
In that respect we have an interest greater than the public at large.
3.

We have concerns about road traffic and road changes and we are aware that others
in our community have similar concerns. We make this point in relation to the road
changes on Lumsden Road that will disadvantage existing users and does not
recognize future growth potential to the north of the site.

4.

We are also concerned about the proposal for a private rail siding. The siding will be
for the sole benefit of Sleepyhead and may exclude the potential for other future users
to also benefit from that infrastructure. The siding should be placed on the existing
KiwiRail land across Lumsden Road where it would be available for all commercial
users that establish themselves in the Ohinewai area in future.

5.

We understand the Commissioners were to visit the site on June the 18th.

We, like

other directly adjoining landowners and householders have an interest greater than the
public and are disappointed that we have no opportunity to meet the panel and to
explain the impact of this proposal on us.
6.

We are concerned that some of the non-commercial aspects of the proposal will not
happen because they rely on water and sewage infrastructure that is not present and
too costly for the developer. An example is the proposed service centre that the
developer has now publicly said will not go ahead.

Also the proposed housing

development will need water and sewage infrastructure. Waikato District Council has
said publicly that this infrastructure will require central government funding that is not
confirmed.
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Integrated Transport assessment - Land acquisition for the Lumsden Road and
Rail alignment
7.

The Lumsden Family Trust notes that the application for private rail access will require
land presently held in a private title. The Consent document contains maps and plans
for a Lumsden Road realignment and a rail siding/rail crossing on Lumsden Road
using, in part, a section of land identified as

which is owned by the

Lumsden Family Trust. Although maps exist, the Lumsden Family Trust is unaware
how much land is required as it has not been surveyed or pegged out.
8.

As adjacent landowners the Trust has never been consulted by Waikato District
Council or Waikato Regional about this proposal, nor has any Notice of Requirement
been served over the land identified in the application. We are not aware that the
Applicant has any authority to acquire private land except by agreement. The Public
Works Act does not provide for the acquisition of private property for the benefit of
another private entity.

9.

At an early stage, the Trust was presented with an unconditional sale document and
was requested to sign this by the developer, representing the Comfort Group. On legal
advice we did not sign the document and have had no discussion with the Applicant
about the acquisition of that land since that time.

10.

The land required for the proposed realignment has legal access to Lumsden Road
and is the only site suitable for housing on that land title, and has power at the site
entrance. The other land in that title is low lying and not suitable for housing.

11.

The land identified by the Applicant for the realignment was the site of a former
transportable house that was sold by the Trust previously. Under the district plan we
could erect two dwellings on that land and it has been kept as a suitable site for staff
housing in the future. This location is considerably closer to the dairy shed than other
housing already on the farm and therefore is a preferred location for new staff housing.

SUBMISSION #1
The Lumsden Family Trust opposes the realignment of Lumsden Road and the rail siding as
not being in its interest, the public interest, or the interests of future developments that need
to be future-proofed in the Ohinewai community.

Integrated Transport assessment: Appendix 5

12.

Contrary to the material contained on page 9, there is a sustained volume of traffic
along Lumsden Road with a constant flow of heavy vehicles to and from the sawmill
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and servicing the farms. On page 9 para 2 sets out the vehicle count. It is a surprising
that intersection movements were counted over such a limited time.
13.

3.22

On page 11 re Tahuna Road, the information that it is used as a detour route is

incorrect. When we tried to get the electronic road information boards placed to the
north of the intersection to draft traffic off in an emergency, we were advised by
NZTA/Waka Kotahi that Tahuna Road was not regarded by them as an alternative
route.
14.

3.2.4 Correction - in 3.2.4 page 12 it is incorrectly stated that Balemi Road serves one
property.

Balemi road services two large properties totaling 571ha including

commercial access to the 430ha of land that Lumsden Farms leases from all their
family entities. In addition this is the sole access for the 141ha Taupiri Holdings Ltd
landholding.
15.

3.3.1 Correction - There is a school bus currently operating on Lumsden Road

16.

Page 21 - 22 table no 7. Further development on site after the commissioning of the
foam factory will exceed the 200-vehicle movement threshold for a rural zone road and
25% to 35% will be heavy trucks. The panel should consider the cumulative effects of
the proposal.

Future traffic

17.

Lumsden Family Trust opposes the realignment of Lumsden road because land to the
north of Balemi Road will be rezoned for development in the future. A large area of this
land is above flood levels and suitable for future housing and or industrial development.
It is of concern that the proposed realignment creating a level crossing and restrictive
road S bend limiting traffic speeds to 20k per hour may be used by future planners as
a planning objection to restrict future growth of traffic volumes from developments
north of this realignment. This concern is flagged on the basis that the realignment
would compromise any substantially increased traffic volumes that could occur. Once
installed as proposed, any structural improvements to meet additional traffic volumes
will be extremely limited.

Rail crossing

18.

When land to the north of the proposed rail crossing and “S” bend as proposed is
developed over the next decade, traffic volumes will be very significantly greater on
Lumsden Road. Any changes to the road layout need to take into account adverse
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future effects. The additional houses or industry to the north will be consistent with the
National Policy Statement for Urban Development which is a consideration for the
Panel.

Rail issues

19.

Any new rail siding should also be available for future industrial development in the
area. The current application/proposal does not provide for that.

20.

There is land owned by KiwiRail north of the over-bridge that should be used for any
siding to service the development. Ohinewai was an exceptionally large siding in
earlier years and there is no good reason it cannot become a rail station again. There
is road access to Lumsden Road adjacent the Lumsden Road/Tahuna Road
roundabout. While the site is overgrown and hides the potential, it exists as the
Lumsden family carrying business used that siding during the early 1900s through to
the late 50s and is an alternative to realigning Lumsden Road through private land.

SUBMISSION #2
The Lumsden Family Trust opposes the installation of a private siding on private land.

SUBMISSION #3
That as an alternative to the Applicant’s private rail siding, KiwiRail should be encouraged to
utilize Government grants and seek developer contributions to redevelop the land owned by
KiwiRail that was the original Ohinewai railway station situated to the north of the Ohinewai
over bridge which is accessible from Lumsden Road.

SUBMISSION #4
That the redevelopment of the KiwiRail Ohinewai rail siding for all rail users would better
achieve the government’s goal of getting more freight on rail by future-proofing rail access and
encouraging other industrial development and employment in the area.

SUBMISSION #5
That neither Government nor the consenting authority should support funding or development
of a road change and level rail crossing that may become a future choking point inhibiting
traffic and future developments to the north of Balemi Road.

AEE: 8.6.2 Stormwater Discharges
21.

On page 57 of the environmental assessment, it is correctly identified that potential
contaminants will accumulate on the site.
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The creation of impervious surfaces within a catchment can result in an
increase in stormwater peak flows, velocities, longer duration of high rates of
runoff, and more runoff from smaller storms than would have occurred prior to
land development. This can result in an increase in the frequency and intensity
of flood events and the associated adverse effects on any properties located
upstream and downstream. Furthermore, if not appropriately managed, these
changes can result in downstream channel erosion and consequent
sedimentation in receiving waters, local erosion and a reduction in the efficiency
of downstream drainage systems which can consequently result in the
degradation of these receiving environments.
22.

Localized flooding of farmland adjacent to the Balemi Road drain has been an annual
occurrence apart from the dry winter of 2000. Peak flow control of the hardstand site
in rainstorm events is imperative as the Balemi Road drain is already exceeding
capacity. The Balemi Road capacity constraints were exacerbated when DoC closed
the outlet drain into Lake Rotokawau in about 2010 and refused to allow any increase
in the size of the smaller northeastern outlet into Lake Waikare to compensate for that
loss from the Rotokawau outlet.

23.

From the document it is clear that the Applicant intends to divert additional water from
the wider property into this Balemi Road drain as part of additional environmental
impacts. the Trust is concerned that some of this water that is currently going into Lake
Rotokawau will be diverted into Balemi Road. This would overload the drain’s outlet
causing localized pasture flooding.

24.

The Lumsden Family Trust land discharges into the Balemi Road drain which ponds
on land farmed by Lumsden Farms Ltd in heavy rainfall events. Photos of this ponding
on pasture are attached as Appendix 1 to demonstrate the issue of the present
inadequacy of the Balemi Road drain’s capacity. Water often ponds up to 600mm
above Lake Waikare levels due to the restricted drain outlet capacity in high flow
periods.

25.

Should any such events exceed the Ambury containment system, any toxins flowing
into stormwater discharges and onto pasture would concern us.

While it is

acknowledged that the consent for discharges for the foam factory have been granted,
at no time were we, as stakeholders and local landowners or as drainage district users
of this drain, consulted.
26.

In the last sentence of 8.6.2 there is a statement:
It is considered that the stormwater management framework as proposed
provides for adequate volume control of stormwater runoff from the site and has
accounted for the constrained Balemi drain receiving environment.
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27.

No one ever discussed with us or sought to use local knowledge as to the constraints
that currently exist on the Balemi Road drain. We will be the victims of this erroneous
summation. Consultations with WRC staff who have not been long time employees of
WRC and who have little historic knowledge have statements attributed to them that
while not intentionally so, are nevertheless misleading.

28.

The Applicant’s water discharge management plan includes dealing with offsite
responsibilities including increasing of the capacity of the Balemi Road drain outlet to
ensure capacity exists should their stormwater management be unable to cope with
heavy rainfall events causing overtopping of Balemi Road banks onto adjacent
farmland.

SUBMISSION #6
That due to the misleading assessments contained in the applicants application relating to the
capacity of the Balemi Road drain, the Consenting Authority should require the applicant to
provide an independent investigation of the historical capacity of this drain’s ability to deal with
normal heavy rainfall events and look at any remedial action to ensure the Applicant’s
discharge management plan is capable of managing any additional changes in discharge
flows without increasing flood ponding on adjacent farmland or prolonged higher water tables
on adjacent farmland.

AEE: 8.6.2 Water Quantity effects

AEE pages 19 -20 Drain 1 and drain two – 3.9.1 - 3.9.2-3.9.3 – 3.9.4
29.

In a normal year these drains always contain water. Due to exceptionally dry weather
particularly in the summer and winter of 2000 the water tables have been exceptionally
low. This has been a an abnormally dry period with the Waikato River at exceptionally
low levels adding to low water tables in the pumice breams. In winter and spring with
a high river level, all of these drains take groundwater from the river and this flows
towards lake Waikare.

30.

The assessment provided therefore only reflects a short period when this abnormality
of extremely low water tables has been present. It is a demonstration of the lack of
engagement with local people and failure to use local knowledge.

SUBMISSION #7
That the information contained in paragraphs 3. 9.1 to 3.9.4 AEE are irrelevant in terms of
normal water flows and drain water tables
31.

AEE page 20:3.10 Receiving Environment In bullet point 8.14.6 -acknowledgement
of the proximity of the Waikato River is noted. This site does not discharge into the
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Waikato River. It discharges into Lake Waikare, which itself discharges into the
Whangarino swamp, an internationally classified Ramsar site.

Malcolm and Eileen Lumsden: on behalf of the Lumsden Family Trust
21 June 2021
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Appendix 1
Ponding on the Lumsden property with Balemi Road running parallel to left hand
edge of the photo. [Balemi Road extension is a surveyed but unformed road, used as
a farm track to service the Taupiri Holdings land and is maintained by Taupiri
Holdings Ltd.] Part of Balemi Road is formed and maintained by Waikato District
Council (the part which borders the Ambury land at the north and the southern
boundary of the Lumsden Family Trust land).

Some of this water comes from Lumsden Family Trust land and land owned
personally by Malcolm and Eileen Lumsden. The rest comes from land now owned
by Ambury Holdings.

JBF-614888-1-19-V1:cfm

This photo shows pasture on Lumsden land with ponding. This is the land to the
north of the Balemi Road extension (seen in the distance running alongside the row
of willow trees, looking from north to south). Beyond the tree line is Ambury
Holdings land.

JBF-614888-1-19-V1:cfm
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This is Taupiri Holdings land showing ponding, with the Balemi Road extension
running right to left across the photo towards the trees in the distance. All land
behind the trees is Ambury Holdings property/proposed foam factory site. This
water ponds because of the inadequacy of capacity of the Balemi Road outlet drain.
This catchment is approximately 160ha and will increase to approx. 190 ha if
discharges from Ambury holding land that currently discharge into Lake Rotokawau
are redirected at DoC’s request into the Balemi Road drain, consistent with DoC’s
recent position on this.
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